Inconstant and forbidding, the arctic has lured misguided voyagers into the cold for centuries--pushing them beyond the limits of their knowledge, technology, and endurance. A Fabulous Kingdom charts these quests and the eventual race for the North Pole, chronicling the lives and adventures that would eventually throw light on this "magical realm" of sunless winters. They follow the explorers from the early journeys of Viking Ottar to the daring exploits of Martin Frobisher, Henry Hudson, Frederick Cook, Robert Peary, and Richard Bird. The second edition features a section entitled "The New Arctic" that illuminates current scientific and environmental issues that threaten the region. Officer and Page discuss such topics as the science behind the melting of the polar ice; the endangered species that now depend on the ice, including polar bears, narwhals, walruses, and ringed seals; commerce in mining and natural resources, especially petroleum and natural gas; and predictions for the economic and environmental future of the region. Library Journal called the first edition a "winning fusion of adventure, suspense, and history."
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The Mythology of Native North America , David Adams Leeming, Jake Page, Feb 1, 2000, Social Science, 224 pages. Recounts more than seventy Native American myths from a variety of cultures, covering gods, creation, and heroes and heroines, and discusses each myth within its own context.

The Invisible Sex , J. M. Adovasio, Olga Soffer, Jake Page, Oct 13, 2009, Social Science, 320 pages. Shaped by cartoons and museum dioramas, our vision of Paleolithic times tends to feature fur-clad male hunters fearlessly attacking mammoths while timid women hover fearfully.


Forest , Jake Page, 1983, Juvenile Nonfiction, 176 pages. Looks at the structure and characteristics of trees, discusses forest fires, describes how trees have adapted to different environments, and identifies industrial uses for trees.

Indian Arts of the Southwest , Susanne Page, Jake Page, 2008, Art, 143 pages. Presents accessible and concise coverage of lavish artwork by two hundred artisans from thirty Native American tribes in Arizona and New Mexico, in a guide that is complemented.

A history of polar exploration, David Mountfield, 1974, Science, 208 pages. Reveals the hazardous conditions endured by the pioneer and present-day explorers who have ventured into the polar regions and shares their scientific discoveries.

Myths, Legends, and Folktales of America: An Anthology, David Leeming, Jake Page, Jan 28, 1999, Social Science, 240 pages. This marvelous collection brings together the great myths and legends of the United States—from the creation stories of the first inhabitants, to the tall tales of the Western.

A History of Arctic Exploration Discovery, Adventure and Endurance at the Top of the World, Matti Lainema, Juha Nurminen, 2009, History, 349 pages. Offers a full account of the many explorers who attempted the Northwest and Northeast Passages and how their efforts contributed to world knowledge of the arctic region, in a.

Shoot the Moon, Jake Page, 1979, Fiction, 218 pages.

Sacred lands of Indian America, Charles E. Little, Jake Page, Ruth Rudner, David Muench, 2001, Photography, 144 pages. From rock art in New Mexico to a recently uncovered shaman’s cave in the Mojave, this loving tribute to Native American spirituality documents U.S. sites considered sacred by.

A Certain Malice, Jake Page, Mar 30, 2011, Fiction, 292 pages. A bizarre murder leaves two teenagers dead in a desert arroyo, their naked bodies side by side, face up under the New Mexican sun. Near them, etched in stone, is a symbol.

The Deadly Canyon, Jake Page, 2002, Fiction, 240 pages. Blind wildlife sculptor Mo Bowdrie and his girlfriend discover a corpse, and the unraveling of the murder’s secret uncovers a network of Aztec artifact smugglers.

The Knotted Strings, Jake Page, 2003, Fiction, 247 pages. The movie in progress is based on a historical event, a Native American victory over Spanish invaders. But some Indians deeply resent the movie company’s filming on tribal land.

Earth and You Tales of the Environment, Charles B. Officer, Jake Page, 2000, Nature, 254 pages. Solutions to environmental problems are often temporary due to unsustained population growth and unchecked usage of the Earth’s resources. "Earth and You" is a voice calling.
Human Traces, Sebastian Faulks, Mar 11, 2008, Fiction. Sixteen-year-old Jacques Rebière is living a humble life in rural France, studying butterflies and frogs by candlelight in his bedroom. Across the Channel, in England, the Christian Acts of Kindness, Sep 1, 1999, Religion, 140 pages. This book features shining examples of people around the world who are living the Christian credo, "love thy neighbor as thyself." Charles Officer, Jake Page 0199837805, 9780199837809
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Peterson's Graduate Programs in the Physical Sciences, Mathematics, Agricultural Sciences, the Environment & Natural Resources, Peterson's Guides, Oct 1, 2005, Reference, 781 pages. Offers information on entrance and degree requirements, expenses and financial aid, programs of study, and faculty research specialties.
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A Newbery Halloween, Martin Harry Greenberg, Jan 1, 1993, Children's stories, American, 182 pages. A collection of short stories with a Halloween theme by ten Newbery Award-winning authors, including E.L. Konigsburg, Beverly Cleary, Virginia Hamilton, Paul Fleischman, and The Artist Himself A Rand Holmes Retrospective, 2010, Comics & Graphic Novels, 324 pages. A biography and graphic retrospective of an Canadian underground comic artist of the 70s includes generous selections from his private journals and correspondence, family photo
A chilling anthology of twenty original tales of horror and the macabre features contributions from distinguished authors in the field, including Joyce Carol Oates, Pat Cadigan. The classic play about Sir Thomas More, the Lord chancellor who refused to compromise and was executed by Henry VIII.
Inner Planets, Jennifer A. Grier, Andrew S. Rivkin, 2010, Science, 212 pages. Introduces the physical characteristics of Mercury, Venus, Earth, and Mars and discusses how these planets have been explored using space probes and spacecraft.
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Technical Analysis, Jack D. Schwager, 1996, Business & Economics, 775 pages. The definitive guide to technical analysis... written from a trader's perspective. With the keen insight and perspective that have made him a market legend, Jack D. Schwager.

General Catalogue of Officers and Students 1857-1900, Michigan State University, 2008, History, 270 pages. This is a pre-1923 historical reproduction that was curated for quality. Quality assurance was conducted on each of these books in an attempt to remove books with imperfections.


Cuba Inside Out Revolution and Contemporary Theatre, Yael Prizant, Dec 9, 2013, Performing Arts, 160 pages. The collapse of the Soviet Union in 1989 drastically altered life in Cuba. Theatre artists were faced with new economic and social realities that changed their day-to-day

Word 97 for Law Firms, Donna Payne, Dec 1, 1997, Law offices, 486 pages. "Word 97 for Law Firms" is dedicated to helping legal professionals get the most gains in productivity and effectiveness possible from their computers and software. Readers I Served the King of England, Bohumil Hrabal, Apr 24, 2007, Fiction, 241 pages. Chronicles the experiences of Ditie, who rises from busboy to hotel owner in World War II Prague, and whose life is shaped by the fate of his country before, during, and after A Fabulous Kingdom: The Exploration of the Arctic Charles Officer, Jake Page Dreamland--a place where the most brilliant minds create cutting-edge artillery and aircraft technology--launch their new remote-operated underwater probe called the Piranha to.

Secrets of the UFO, Don Elkins, Carla Rueckert, 1977, Body, Mind & Spirit, 104 pages. A summary of the twenty five years of philosophical study that preceded the Ra contact. This study began with investigation into the metaphysical aspects of the UFO phenomenon.
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